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EXT. MAGIC ISLAND HONOLULU. NIGHT1 1

CAPTION HONOLULU 2020 *

The sound of screams and destruction fill the night, victims *
scream in terror as the undead tear into their flesh. *

Thousands of memorial day lanterns float in the water, the 
backdrop to chaos.

The innocent try to flee but the crowds are too thick.

Hisato stands before the hoard, Katana in hand, a golden 
shimmer flashes across his eyes.

The massive hoard rushes towards Hisato as he rushes the 
hoard.

His powers peak as they clash.

INT HISATOS QUARTERS EARLY MORNING2 2

CAPTION 1520 MOLOKAI

Hisato screams within the darkness

The room fills with light as Hisato awakes from the 
nightmare, sitting up in bed quickly.

Hisato is concerned and troubled, covered in sweat. *

EXT. MOLOKAI BEACH. LATE AFTERNOON3 3 *

A landing skip is approaching the shore of Molokai, 8 men 
work to bring the skip ashore in the small waves of the shore 
break. 

Everything looks like paradise on earth.

EXT. MOLOKAI BEACH.LATE AFTERNOON4 4 *

The men pull the landing craft onto the beach and come 
together to discuss next steps.

AWAY CREWMAN #1
Two men stay here with the landing 
skip, two men look close for 
provisions, the rest with me to 
scout the area.
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The men start searching the jungle for food and other *
provisions *

EXT. DENSE JUNGLE.LATE AFTERNOON5 5

The men find a cavern and hear something from within. *

AWAY CREWMAN #2
Hey..did you hear that, sounds like 
something is in that cave, perhaps 
a pig...some Fresh meat would be 
great.

The crewman #2 draws his sword and heads into the cave before 
any other of men could object and the men run if after him 
out of friendship and fresh meat.

INT CAVERN ALMOST SUNSET6 6

The men enter the cavern and almost immediately the screams 
of the men can be heard and the sound of demonic growls and 
screeches.

INT BELOW DECK SUNSET7 7

Hisato awaits below deck for the boarding skip as it returns. 
He is much taller and muscular than his crew. Screams can be 
heard outside the ship.

Yuuto, running past Hisato almost bumps into him

YUUTO
So sorry

He turns and briefly bows to Hisato as an apology and runs 
off

HISATO
(nods at the corpsman with 
a forgiving look in his 
eyes but no smile)

You worry too much

Hisato steps out of the way as servants hustle past him with 
supplies to treat the wounded. 

Hisato, his face stern and concerned moves out of the way, 
his eyes scanning every moment that plays out before him.

Two corpsman and three deckhands brace as the skip is pulled 
into the ship by several deckhands. 

Blue Rev. (mm/dd/yy) 2.
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The deckhands use long, elaborately decorated boat hooks, 
securing the skip within the ship. 

Two men in the skip are being held down by four other 
crewmen. 

The stricken men writhe and scream in pain, a black poison, 
visible through the skin is seen  moving through their veins 
and spreading into their flesh, the color from their skin 
slowly draining.

STRICKEN MAN #1
(trying to break free and 
screaming)

What's happening to me.I cant feel 
my legs, my hands..

He frantically looks about, his eyes wide as if he is looking 
at death itself

Stricken man #1 tries to hold up his arms before his eyes to 
check on them but can only bend at the elbow as he is 
restrained. 

He struggles a bit and gives up but for a second before being 
partially commanded by the venom to resist.

Screaming and interrupting stricken man #1 with his own 
mumbling and incoherent words

STRICKEN MAN #2
Find my journal.The fire.Purple 
fire.Give my wife my journal.

He screams in pain as he is carried away

Stricken man #2 speaks in broken words and his eyes are a 
million miles away. 

Both men struggle and resist, trying to break free.

The corpsman and the deckhands rush in to help subdue the men 
and move them to the infirmary. 

The stricken men seem unusually strong. 

Four men are not enough any longer to control the men and the 
two corpsman and two additional deckhands rush in and help 
control the men.

Yuuto looks for help, commanding the deckhands
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YUUTO
Get over here now and hold this man 
down, we need to control them.

INT BELOW DECK INFIRMARY NIGHT8 8

They quickly manage to get the men to the other room and 
strap them down on crude wooden tables. 

While strapping the men down, our corpsman is bitten by 
stricken man #1. 

He looks at the man in shock as he applies pressure to the 
wound.

YUUTO
Strap their heads down now!

Holding his wounded arm in front of him, blood soaking 
through his blouse and dripping onto the deck

The corpsman strap down the stricken men’s heads and begin to 
sedate the men and dress their wounds.

INT BELOW DECK NIGHT9 9

Yuuto walks out of the room and up to Hisato as Hisato moves 
towards him.

speaking with slightly labored breath from securing the men 
but also from the unknown effects of being bitten

YUUTO
We have secured the men..

HISATO
And you? What of this wound?

Hisato moves to grab the corpsman's arm but the corpsman 
moves away as screams are heard in the infirmary behind them.

CORPSMAN #2
(screaming in agony)

Screaming...….

INT BELOW DECK INFIRMARY NIGHT10 10

Inside the infirmary the dead corpsman lies on the ground, 
blood spurting forth from a large chest wound.
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STRICKEN MAN #1
(making undead zombie 
noises)

Screeching

STRICKEN MAN #2
Moaning

INT BELOW DECK NIGHT11 11

Three deckhands rush into the room and the sounds of men 
being bashed, ripped and attacked fill the small room.

Yuuto walks up to the room entrance and before he can turn 
into the room an arm reaches out from inside the entryway 
ripping the corpsman's throat clean from his body, exposing 
his spinal column.

YUUTO
(only his eyes move as if 
to look towards Hisato)

Garbled noises from neck

The corpsman is killed instantly, large volumes of blood rush 
forth from his open wound, he crumbles to the ground.

The stricken man #1 begins stepping out from the room, 
stepping over Yuutos dead body.

Looking throughout the room sizing up the situation, it 
screeches at the guards.

STRICKEN MAN #1
(Scary demon screeches)

Screeching

The three deckhands rush the weapons rack, grabbing three 
long spears and take up a defensive posture in front of 
Hisato. 

They take a strong stance, pole spears outreached towards the 
creature. 

As the creature steps forth the middle deckhand plunges his 
spear through its chest. 

The creature, with the pole spear stuck in his rib cage moves 
from side to side as the middle deckhand struggles to free 
the spear.

The two other deckhands rush forward and both spear the 
creature in both sides of the chest. 
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The middle deckhand frees his spear, pulling back, he thrust 
his spear into the creatures face.

The blade of the spear splits the creatures head down the 
middle, its glowing eyes diminish, the creature falls to the 
ground.

As the deckhands free their spears from the body of the 
creature.

A second creature lurches towards them from the infirmary, 
arms outreached as it steps over the dead corpsman.

The deckhands are too slow and the creature reaches for the 
closest deckhand 

Hisato quickly moves and severs both of the creatures arms 
with a downward sword strike. 

Without arms the creature turns to engage Hisato, teeth 
gnashing and grinding, black blood dripping from the severed 
stumps. 

The creature snaps forward trying to bite Hisato as Hisato 
slips the attack with a 45 degree angle past the creature. 

Hisato sets up his footsteps and steps towards the creature 
taking with him the creatures head with a powerful strike. 

HISATO
(saddened)

May peace be with you brother

Hisato looks at the deckhands

HISATO (CONT'D)
(urgently)

You need to get behind me.

As the creatures head falls to the floor the evil glow within 
its eyes diminishes.

The three deckhands stand astonished for a moment seeing 
their leader in action and miss the rising corpsman behind 
Hisato. 

The corpsman's open neck and exposed spine is gurgling and 
bubbling up black blood as its glowing eyes focus on Hisato.

It steps towards them and three other creatures begin to 
stand within the room and rise.

There eyes burning with the fierce savagery. 
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Almost as if commanded from another source, all four 
creatures attack at the same time. 

Hisato avoids the attack and slices at the creatures, working 
hard to land killing blows but realizes that the kill shots 
only work with strikes to the head. 

He sidesteps an attack but two deckhands behind him are not 
so lucky and are taken, killed by the creatures.

LAST REMAINING DECKHAND #1
(screaming as he is 
killed)

Screams

LAST RAMIANING DECKHAND #2
(screaming as he is 
killed)

Screaming twice

Hisato moves towards the steps, the room is bloody

HISATO
Get above deck and warn the men, 
get the ship secured, ill free our 
friends souls from this evil.

KAITO
Sound the alarms, guards! Guards!

HISATO
Get to Kenzou and make sure he's 
safe...

As he runs up the steps a long black scratch runs down his 
leg. 

Hisato is standing alone between the creatures and what 
remains of his crew above deck.

As Hisato takes up a defensive stance and draws his line.

The creatures come together, they move as one, grouping for 
the attack.. 

Hisato braces and puts both hands on his sword, bringing it 
up before him.

HISATO (CONT'D)
(in a “YOU SHALL NOT PASS” 
voice)

My friends, I will end your curse!
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As the creatures rush Hisato he places a sword strike through  
the head of the creature closest to him.

As he lifts his sword again. 

Arrows fly past his shoulders sinking into the chest of the 
creature beyond Hisato.

Hisato turns to look up the stairs and sees Asahi, bow in 
hand, taking aim.

Asahi looks shocked as he plugs several arrows into the 
creatures.

Hisato, screaming above the fight to Asahi

HISATO (CONT'D)
You need to aim for their heads to 
release them.

ASAHI
Pray for our friends that our 
strikes are quick and painless.

His next two arrows strike their marks in the head and two 
creatures drop

Just then, two other men stricken, rise up from the deck and 
charge Hisato. 

Asahi, out of arrows falls back up the steps only to pull out 
two hand cannons from his belt. 

Taking aim he pulls the triggers at the same time and two 
massive ball shots fire from the guns.

Impacting the two creatures, blowing their heads into bloody, 
shredded stumps.

Hisato moves above deck and acknowledges Asahi.

EXT ABOVE DECK NIGHT12 12

Hisato looks for signs of Kenzou, Hisato calls for Kenzou, 
worried

HISATO
Kenzou...? Kenzou...?

Hisato grabs a deckhand as he runs by

HISATO (CONT'D)
Have you seen Kenzou?
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The deckhand shakes his head no and Hisato releases him

The scratched deckhand from earlier wretches and drops the 
lantern.

The lantern falls, lamp oil spills, the oil moves between the 
boards of the deck.

Dripping below deck and onto a dead deckhand.

The flames light the ship on fire as well as the newly 
created creature below deck.

INT BELOW DECK NIGHT13 13

The flaming creature walks about below deck.

As the flames burn away the creatures flesh, the creature 
spreads the fire.

It is slowly overtaken by the flames. 

Left dying in a burnt puddle of poisoned flesh and bone, its 
eyes slowly diminish as the creature lets out a final demonic 
growl.

EXT ABOVE DECK NIGHT14 14

Our stricken deckhand who dropped the lantern is now up and 
about and attacking the crew.

Asahi moves through the chaos, dodging flames, causing a 
distraction.

ASAHI
Over here my friends, follow me, 
I've got the cure for your curse. 

Asahi is soon cornered behind a small cannon by three 
creatures. Their torn and bloody bodies reaching for Asahi

He pushes the cannon up against the three creatures, pinning 
them against the ship and sparks the firing mechanism.

The cannonball rips through the three creatures tearing them 
to pieces and spreading their limbs, bones and organs as the 
cannon ball crashes through the ships wall out into the open 
ocean.

Pieces of the creatures cling and drop from the side of the 
ship into the water.
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INT BELOW DECK NIGHT15 15

As the fire spreads below deck, several small explosions rock 
the ship and the ship starts to take on water.

EXT ABOVE DECK NIGHT16 16

The creatures are starting to outnumber the crew and its 
happening faster and faster. 

Another explosion takes out the ships walls below deck 
beneath Hisato forcing him to step quickly or fall into the 
holes in the deck.

Hisato is still searching for Kenzou, calling urgently

HISATO
Kenzou.?  Kenzou.?  Asahi.?

The fires is spreading and creatures have now taken the crew.

An explosion rocks the ship and the blast knocks Hisato off 
the ship into the ocean.

EXT SHORES OF THE VILLAGE NIGHT17 17

A calm quiet night, interrupted with faint musket fire and 
screaming off in the distant ocean.

From the shores of Lanai, villagers watch as a large ship 
burns much too far out in waters too dangerous to reach.

Slowly the fire subsides and vanishes as does any sign of 
life on the dark waters.

The villagers speak of possible rescue in the morning as the 
witching hour passes.

Kamea, the chiefs daughter, strong and independent, walks up 
to the gathering crowd on the beach.

KAMEA
(Worried and shocked)

Its too far and the ocean is too 
rough for us to get there in time. 
We must come together and pray for 
whomever is out there

They all come together and the Kahuna says a brief prayer, a 
middle aged women with silver hair steps forward and begins 
to speak.
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KEALA (KAHUNA)
Akua, please bring those to safety 
you see fit.

They all pray and the chief orders extra warriors to patrol 
the village. 

The Chief and warriors are seen making efforts to secure the 
village parameter.
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